
IPS GROUP OF COLLEGES 
BELA KI BAWADI, SHIVPURI LINK ROAD GWALIOR-474002   

Undertaking from the student as per provision of Anti-ragging verdict by the honorable Supreme Court

  
Mr./Mrs son/daughter/ward. of Mr./Mrs . 
Residing at and a student of .. Semester, Attending 

.BE- Course, at the College of . ..IPS-CTM.GWL . .Under the IPS Group of 
College, Gwalior, undertake on this day .. . Month . ..of Year .The 
Following, with respect to the above subject: 

1. That I have read and understood the directives of the honorable supreme court of India 
contains in its order on writ petition No. 656/1998 on anti-ragging, and the measures 
proposed to be taken in the above references, provided to me along with this undertaking. 

2. That I understand the meaning of ragging and know that ragging in any from is a punishable 
offence and the same is banned by court of low. I undertake that I shall neither indulge 
myself nor instigate any other student to rag. If found guilty on account of any unlawful 
activity including ragging, I will be liable to punishment which may include : 

 

Expulsion from institute. 

 

Suspension from institute or classes for limited period. 

 

Fine with public apology. 

 

Withholding scholarship and/or other benefits. 

 

Debarring from representing in events. 
3. That I have not been found or charge for my involvement in any kind of ragging in the past 

however, I under take to face action/disciplinary action/legal proceedings including 
expulsion from the institute if the above statement is found to be untrue or the facts are 
concealed, at any state in future.  

4. That I have read all the terms and conditions of admissions and agree to abide by them in my 
academic interest. 

5. I also here by agree to abide by the rule/laws prescribed by the courts, govt. of India and the 
institute authorities from time to time.   

Date:-                                    place:-                                                                         signature of student     

I here by fully endorse the under taking given by my son/daughter/ward and undertake to extend full 
corporation to the institute until the matter is finally settled, in the event my son/daughter/ward is 
found to indulge in my unlawful activity including ragging which requires legal action against 
him/her.   

Landline (res)                                                                                  signature of mother/father/guardian 
Mobile:-    

Witness:-                              Signature:-                                      Address:- 


